BMC Sandstone Open Meeting in the Bowles Bar 20th May 2012

Present: Tim Skinner, Daimon Beail, Emma Harrington, Tim Daniells, Mick Canning, Laurence Reading, Adam Cordell, Ben Read, Robin Mazinke, Scott Titt, Karen Vaughan, Sarah Goodman, Graham Adcock, Steve Jackson, Oliver Hill, Neil Atkinson, Richard Handy, Rob Dyer, Bob Moulton (chair).

Welcome and Apologies
	BM welcomed all to the meeting, and introduced Scott Titt, BMC President
	Apologies: Mike Vetterlein, Sarah Cullen, Malcolm McPherson, and, Will Riseley

Minutes of the 16.5.11 Sandstone Open Meeting and the 15.11.11 Sandstone Volunteers Group Meeting
Approved for accuracy as far as anyone could remember.

Harrison's Rocks
	Car Park, Toilet Block and Campsite
TS reported: the Forestry Commission (FC) will be taking over the car-park when Sport England’s lease expires in November 2014. RD reported on a phone discussion that had taken place between BMC officers and the FC manager responsible for Birchden Wood, who had given the impression that the FC wanted to keep things running much as there were now. TS and BM will be meeting the FC manager at the end of June to discuss the matter in more detail.

	Wooodland Management Programme

TS reported: following the Forestry Commission (different branch – no pun intended) rejection of the application that had been submitted last year, MMcP had progressed the matter further and a draft submission was now with an FC official for comment before making the formal resubmission. The revised submission had split the areas for cutting into 13, with one area to be done each year. TS would be chasing up the process with a view to ensuring that work could start in the autumn. Action TS

	Resin and Cement Work
TS reported that both resin and cement work was now urgent, and this matter would be addressed urgently by HRMG. DB offered to help with the resin work, and LR agreed to give advice on both the wood hardener the he has been using at Bowles (see 5 below), and also on the techniques for cementing that he had developed at Bowles. Action HRMG

High Rocks

	Access
TD reported: following an email from the owner to the BMC about the damage to the fence, he had met with the owner, and had held a meeting with OH, GA, BR and BM to discuss ways of meeting the owner’s concerns. The following ideas had been suggested:
	Introducing registration for day climbers as well as season ticket-holders – so that the owner knew who was climbing at the Rocks at any one time
Making the point that a reduction in the entrance charge for day climbing to £5 would mean that fewer climbers would object to paying – although this point had been made to the owner before. If not accepted to continue with the existing arrangement that day climbers accompanied by season-ticket holders could go in at half price.
To show the owners that we were encouraging climbers to pay to climb at High Rocks, and to show the owner the relevant section in BR’s SS Bouldering guide. Also to show the owner the generally supportive comments that had been posted on BR’s UKC thread on the subject and on his Facebook page
	Climbers to discuss the problems caused with other climbers at the Rocks and in doing so politely to ask if they had paid, and if not one approach would be to ask them to read the Sandstone Bulletin (see item 9 below).
	To discuss the problems that had been experienced by paying climbers who had been locked in at night.
	Offering inspections of the fence to be made at agreed intervals by climbers.
Putting up posters at climbing walls.
	To point out that the holes in the fences may have been made by youths from the Ramslye Estate

TD would meet with the owner and put these ideas to him. Action TD

	Further SVG Work
It was agreed the a day should be organize this winter. Action GA

	Bolt inspection of the bolts on Hut Boulder 
Now overdue. GA undertook to arrange the inspection. Action GA


Bowles
LR reported on the resin and cement work that he had been doing, and on his trials with using wood hardener instead of resin – he thought the latter was probably best for large areas. 

Bulls Hollow
GA reported that a half day’s work was needed to complete the SVG work that had been done last year at the bottom of the crag. Action GA

Eridge Green Rocks
SJ had attended a recent High Weald AONB open day at the Rocks, which had been interesting. He reported that the notices (both the SWT notices and the BMC notices about using very long slings and pieces of carpet to protect the rock) above the car park buttresses were still there. He had met the SWT voluntary warden, John Todd, and together they were trying to keep an eye on the position there.

Stone Farm
	TS reported the new signs had been put up, and generally the work done two winters ago had stood up very well, but some repairs needed to be made. The main area for work now was in the Pine Buttress/Cat Wall area, where quite a few of the revetments had broken down. Some tree work would be required, which would provide wood for the revetments, and a consent from English Nature would be needed. A site inspection was to be made the following day by TS, RD and BM. Action TS
	Resin Work was still needed (as at Harrison’s). Action HRMG

The Steve Durkin Sandstone Trust
	TD reported. He passed round an annual report, which showed a healthy increase in income from donations and events. A formula had been agreed by which 75% of the funds were being built up for future major projects/ purchases, and 25% were being distributed for minor projects such as a contribution to reprinting the Sandstone Code of Practice postcards. Administration costs were being kept to a minimum, and a further Sandstone Bulletin was being planned.

Sandstone Code of Practice Issues
BM reported that the priority points agreed at the previous open meeting (cleaning footwear, no dogging and only using the bolts for top-roping) had been agreed by HRMG and incorporated into the new signs at Harrison’s and Stone Farm, and in the reprint of the Code of Practice postcard.
	BM referred to an email from RM that had described how he had been criticised by another climber for climbing up one climb and then down another who had interpreted the Code of Practice as not allowing this practice.
	There was a long inconclusive discussion about the definition of dogging/hanging on ropes/working moves, and just what was acceptable. It was evident that there are different views on this subject, and for the future there was a case for putting the emphasis on protecting the rock.

Date of next meeting of SVG
Sunday 21st October 2012 in the same venue (date fixed after the meeting)

	The Chair thanked all who had attended.


